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School of Education and Human Services

ACCOLADES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Amanda Nichols Hess Publishes Dissertation
Research

Amanda Nichols Hess, a former Ph.D. student in the Organizational

Leadership Department, has published her dissertation research with

Rowman & Littlefield, titled Transforming Academic Library

Instruction: Shifting Teaching Practices to Reflect Changed

Perspectives. The dissertation was recognized earlier this year by the

American Library Association for its noteworthy contributions to the

profession. Amanda worked under the supervision of Dr. Eileen

Johnson and defended her dissertation in fall 2017.
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For more information or to order a copy of the book, visit the Rowman & Littlefield website.

Congratulations, Amanda!

Jessica Korneder Receives $50,000 Grant for
BCBA Student Intern Training

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services reached

out to Jessica Korneder a few weeks ago with the opportunity to

apply for grant funding. She and Kristin Rohrbeck worked together to

submit all of the necessary documentation, and have received

notification that they are being awarded $50,000 over the next year to

train BCBA student interns in a number of OUCARES outreach

programs.

Congratulations, Jessica and Kristin!

IN THE NEWS

ERL Receives Donation from Jerry and
Annette Johns Endowment
Each year, the Educational Resources Lab (ERL) receives a

generous donation from the Jerry and Annette Johns Endowment for

the purchase of award-winning books for young people. These

monies allow the ERL to fill in gaps and complete the ERL collection

of award winning literature.

The ERL extends many thanks to the Johns family to offer recognition

of this wonderful gift. All of the books purchased for the 2017–18

fiscal year are currently on display on tables near the entrance of the ERL. Come browse the diverse

and stellar array of titles for all ages, and make sure to visit the Award Books Room in the ERL.

More information can be found on the ERL’s Award Books web page.

UPCOMING EVENTS

OUCARES Evening Enrichment –
September 27
OUCARES is hosting an Evening Enrichment titled “Cyberspace

Minefields: Developing an Understanding of Appropriate Internet

Activity” on Thursday, September 27 from 6–7:30 p.m. in Gold Room

A of the Oakland Center. 
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Presented by Assistant United States Attorney Patrick Corbett, this

event will show attendees how online activity and the use of cell

phones can cause criminal trouble — and how that can be avoided.

This event is designed for individuals with ASD, parents and caregivers of teens and adults with

autism, as well as professionals who work with people impacted by autism and anyone interested in

learning about the topic. There is no cost to attend.

Please RSVP by emailing oucares@oakland.edu or calling (248) 370-2424.

For more information, view the flyer.

Autism Training Workshop – October 30
Disability Support Services and the Center for Autism are hosting an autism training workshop on

Tuesday, October 30 from 9 a.m. – 4 p.m. in the Oakland Center Banquet Rooms.

SEHS faculty and staff are welcome to attend this free training to learn how to best support students

in higher education with autism.

The event will include presentations by Dr. Temple Grandin, a world renowned expert and educator in

autism and animal psychology, as well as a prominent autism spokesperson; and Maureen Zeigler, a

certified autism education and intervention specialist with the Statewide Autism Resources and

Training (START) Project at Grand Valley State University.

Lunch will be provided.

Please RSVP if you are interested in attending.

CELEBRATIONS

If you do not wish to have your birthday included, contact Trevor Tyle.
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ABOUT THE SEHS BULLETIN

The SEHS Bulletin is a place where faculty and staff can share news and celebrate the wonderful

things happening in SEHS. The bulletin is the perfect place to share information about your

publications and awards, special projects and committee news, as well as announce events.

All are welcome to send items for inclusion. If you choose to do so, please ensure that your items are

print ready, that you include all related links, and that you have permission to publish any photos

being submitted. Please put “SEHS Bulletin” in the subject line and email your information to:

ttyle@oakland.edu.

If you have questions about the bulletin, email Trevor Tyle at ttyle@oakland.edu.

Oakland University
School of Education and Human Services

Pawley Hall

456 Pioneer Drive, Rochester, MI 48309-4482

(248) 370-3050

sehs@oakland.edu

oakland.edu/sehs

Manage your preferences or unsubscribe.
Not subscribed? Sign up to receive our future emails.

View this email in a browser.
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